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APPENDIX DAPPENDIX D

OPERATIONAL AND ADMINISTRATIVE MEASURES TO OPTIMIZE THEOPERATIONAL AND ADMINISTRATIVE MEASURES TO OPTIMIZE THE
UTILIZATION OF THE 118 TO 137 MHZ BANDUTILIZATION OF THE 118 TO 137 MHZ BAND

1. Possible operational improvements identifiedPossible operational improvements identified

1.1 Reconfiguration of airspaceReconfiguration of airspace

1.1.1 Any boundary between two ATC service volumes imposes constraints on the management of
traffic flowing in and out these service volumes and therefore has some negative effect on the total capacity of
the system.  Especially if such a boundary is based upon State borders, it is important to review mutually
between the States involved, how the boundary can be made as unimportant as possible with respect to the
total capacity of the whole system.

1.1.2 The European Air Traffic Harmonization and Integration Project (EATCHIP) is generally
aimed at making these boundaries more and more transparent as regards the total system capacity. However
transparent boundaries can be made ultimately and especially during the time until such a situation is reached,
it is important that ATC planners and frequency managers co-operate to the extent possible in order to find
the best compromise between the optimization of the airspace and the optimization of spectrum usage in the
area.

1.2 Revalidation of current assignments in the European RegionRevalidation of current assignments in the European Region

1.2.1 In the ICAO European Region it has been recognized for some time that the saturation of the
VHF band 118 to 137 MHz will occur in the very near future.  The lack of suitable VHF assignments for new
requirements will impact on the expansion of ATS in the region.

1.2.2 Long-term solutions made possible by the implementation of a new system will not relieve
this situation until after the year mid-1999.  Thus alternative strategies will have to be found to continue to
allow further VHF assignments and therefore the retention of the current system.  In order to enable the
optimum use of the VHF band employing the current system, it is recommended that the present VHF
assignments in the region be revalidated to confirm that these are still needed to meet the current
requirements and recover frequencies to the extent possible.

1.2.3 Several States have undertaken such a revalidation process in response to a State letter
initiated by the EUR FCB.  Some assignments have indeed not been implemented and these have been
withdrawn.  However for a significant number of the assignments it has been found that the current ATS
requirement exceeds the present DOC and in these cases the DOC has to be amended or a new assignment
made.

1.3 ConclusionConclusion

1.3.1 Even though the first results obtained through this process are not promising in terms of
channel release, the process of revalidation of all VHF assignments in Europe is a useful one.  Any new
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information from other European States has to be available and analyzed before the Special Communications/
Operations (COM/OPS) Divisional Meeting (1995) in order to assess the potential improvement derived
from this process.  The EUR FCB is undertaking this analysis.

1.3.2 Increased use of air/ground data linksIncreased use of air/ground data links

1.3.3 The analog VHF air/ground voice system is serving the aviation community well, and will
continue to provide communications in a large portion of the world.  However, aviation communication needs
are being increasingly met by digital techniques.  Data link techniques including Mode S, satellite and VHF
data link are expected to become commonly available by the end of the decade.  While data links will probably
help reduce the loading on the existing VHF voice system, there will be a requirement for voice
communications to support tactical air traffic control functions for the foreseeable future.

1.3.4 VHF voice will continue to be a universal means for air/ground and air/air communications
for emergency, non-routine and tactical communications in terminal areas, for all aircraft.  Moreover, it is the
primary communications for aircraft not equipped with data link facilities.  It should be noted, however, that
the introduction of data link communications will continue gradually until a majority of air/ground
communications applications in certain airspace are accomplished by an exchange of digital messages.
Near-term data link applications include weather data (VOLMET), ATIS, notice to airmen (NOTAMs), flight
plans and pre-departure clearances.

1.3.5 In the United States VHF data link is providing operational pre-departure clearance (PDC)
service at twenty-nine major airports and has delivered more than 2 000 000 clearances to departing aircraft
since May 1991.  Delivery of PDCs via the VHF data link has resulted in a reduction in the voice channel
activity while improving communications accuracy and timeliness.  There has also been a significant reduction
in workload for both the pilot and the controller.

1.3.6 In addition, more than 50 000 ATIS messages have been delivered to aircraft arriving at two
major United States airports during a three-month period thereby demonstrating significant potential for
reducing flight crew workload.

1.3.7 Improvements in ATC efficiency of this kind, whilst not necessarily reducing the number of
VHF frequency channels required, will increase the system capacity and postpone the need to provide
additional voice channels to cope with air traffic growth.

1.4 ConclusionConclusion

1.4.1 Data communications can provide increased system capacity and flexibility while maintaining,
or even improving, safety standards.  [Additionally data communications can provide relief to the VHF
congestion problem.]  There is no doubt that data links will play an increasing role in aviation
communications.  However, voice will continue to be the primary means for tactical communications well into
the future in terminal and high traffic density continental areas.

1.5 Channel usage optimization during varying traffic conditionsChannel usage optimization during varying traffic conditions
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1.5.1 Air traffic service providers need to ensure that channels are assigned and engineered in the
most spectrum efficient manner.  This is especially important when designing ATC system operations that
include changes in the size of the airspace being controlled by a single air traffic control team.

1.5.2 During higher traffic conditions, an ATC sector may be split in area or by altitude to provide
additional sectors.  Likewise, during lower (or low) traffic level conditions, a sector may be combined with
other sectors.  These changes are made to obtain the most efficient utilization of staff by matching the size of
a single air traffic control team to the level of air traffic.  The manner in which the VHF air-ground frequencies
used in these operations are assigned and engineered needs to be optimized to ensure that the most spectrum
efficient system results.

1.5.3 Several operational examples are examined below which reflect spectrum efficient operational
schemes being used by a number of air traffic service providers around the world.

a) If a sector is to be split in altitude to accommodate higher traffic levels, one frequency
should be assigned a DOC to cover the highest altitude, and the frequency for the lower
altitude sector should be assigned the smallest possible DOC.  When the sector is
combined into a single sector, the frequency assigned for the highest altitude should be
used to control the entire sector.

b) If a sector is to be split in area into, for example, two adjacent sectors to accommodate
higher traffic level conditions, consideration should be given to assigning each frequency
only for the area served by each sector.  During lower traffic level conditions, a single
sector air traffic control team could be responsible for both sectors by using both
frequencies in a number of ways, as discussed below.  If it is deemed necessary that a
single sector air traffic control team should only be required to use one frequency when
the sectors are combined (in order to reduce the work load associated with operating
simultaneously on two frequencies), then only one of the two frequencies should be
engineered to cover the entire larger combined sector area.

c) When sectors covering horizontally adjacent areas are combined during lower traffic
conditions, and both the sector frequencies have not been engineered to cover the entire
area, several technical/operational means can be used to allow a controller to cover
these multiple sectors using the frequencies covering each of the individual sectors:

1) “Channel cross coupling” is a technical method of connecting two or more
frequencies in such a way that pilot transmissions received on the ground on one
frequency are fed to the transmitter(s) of the other frequency(s), where they are
re-transmitted.  Thus, all the pilots in the combined sector know when the
controller is busy receiving messages.  When the controller talks, the messages
are transmitted on all the active frequencies, and again all the pilots know the
controller is busy.  In Europe this technique is used in all the States of the “core”
area, but certainly not in all the surrounding States, due to the lack of an
appropriate voice communications control system.
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2) In the United States, the retransmission method is not used.  Rather, the
controller listens to all the frequencies covering the combined sector areas.  The
controller also transmits on all the active frequencies.  By eliminating the
retransmission function, pilots on one frequency may not know that a controller is
receiving a message from a pilot on another frequency.  However, the air traffic
control function is largely controlled by the air traffic controller; i.e. the pilots are
normally responding to a controller's request or direction.  Thus, since all the
pilots hear the controller, even though they might not be hearing the other pilot,
they estimate the time the pilot will be busy, and therefore do not try to talk
immediately after the controller talks with a pilot. 

1.6 It is recommended that air traffic service providers in the higher traffic density areas of the
world design and operate their systems in a manner reflecting a spectrum efficient use of VHF air-ground
frequencies when considering routine (e.g. diurnal) sector changes to accommodate higher and lower traffic
level conditions.

! ! ! ! ! ! ! !


